18 March 2020

ATP AND WTA EXTEND SUSPENSION OF TOURS
After careful consideration, and due to the continuing outbreak of COVID-19, all ATP and WTA
tournaments in the Spring clay-court swing will not be held as scheduled. This includes the combined
ATP/WTA tournaments in Madrid and Rome, along with the WTA events in Strasbourg and Rabat and ATP
events in Munich, Estoril, Geneva and Lyon.
The professional tennis season is now suspended through 7 June 2020, including the ATP Challenger Tour
and ITF World Tennis Tour. At this time, tournaments taking place from 8 June 2020 onwards are still
planning to go ahead as per the published schedule.
In parallel, the FedEx ATP Rankings and WTA Rankings will be frozen throughout this period and until
further notice.
The challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic to professional tennis demand greater collaboration
than ever from everyone in the tennis community in order for the sport to move forward collectively in the
best interest of players, tournaments and fans.
We are assessing all options related to preserving and maximising the tennis calendar based on various
different return dates for the Tours, which remains an unknown at this time. We are committed to working
through these matters with our player and tournament members, and the other governing bodies, in the
weeks and months ahead.
Now is not a time to act unilaterally, but in unison. All decisions related to the impact of the coronavirus
require appropriate consultation and review with the stakeholders in the game, a view that is shared by
ATP, WTA, ITF, AELTC, Tennis Australia, and USTA.

Contacts:
Simon Higson, ATP, simon.higson@atptour.com
Amy Binder, WTA, abinder@wtatennis.com
About the ATP
The ATP is the governing body of the men's professional tennis circuits — the ATP Tour, the ATP
Challenger Tour and the ATP Champions Tour. With 64 tournaments in 30 countries, the ATP Tour
showcases the finest male athletes competing in the world’s most exciting venues. From Australia to
Europe and the Americas to Asia, the stars of the 2020 ATP Tour will battle for prestigious titles and FedEx
ATP Rankings points at ATP Masters 1000, 500 and 250 events, as well as Grand Slams (non-ATP
events). The 2020 season launched in January with the inaugural ATP Cup in Australia and will culminate
with only the world’s top 8 qualified singles players and doubles teams competing for the last title of the
season at the Nitto ATP Finals in November. Held at The O2 in London, the event will officially crown the
2020 ATP World No. 1. For more information, please visit www.ATPTour.com.
About The WTA
Founded by Billie Jean King in 1973 on the principle of equal opportunity for women in sports, the WTA is
the global leader in women’s professional sport with more than 1,650 players representing 84 nations
competing for a record $180 million in prize money. In 2019, the WTA was watched by a record-breaking
global audience of 700 million. The 2020 WTA Tour includes 53 events and four Grand Slams, spanning
across six continents and 28 countries and regions. The season culminates with the Shiseido WTA Finals
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Shenzhen, offering a $14 million total prize purse and honouring the season’s top singles and doubles
players. Further information on the WTA can be found at www.wtatennis.com.

